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Archi-T-Rail
Vesta’s Archi-T-Rail collection is a uniquely engineered
contemporary track system. The ingeniously machined
brackets support the special “T” rail without obstructing
the flow of the gliders. This contemporary themed
hardware collection can accommodate unlined medium
weight treatments.

AVAILABILITY:
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
PC
= polished chrome
SA
= satin aluminum
MATERIAL:
■ aluminum
DIAMETER & BRACKETS:
1"W: bracket required every 4-5 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Rail lengths exceeding 106" will incur significant additional freight charges.
Rails cannot be spliced in this collection.
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ABBREVIATION KEY:
D
= diameter
H
= height
L
= length
P
= projection
W
= width
ID
= inside diameter
OD
= outside diameter
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1" wide

bracket required every 4' - 5'

Archi-T-Rail Collection
Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: PC, SA | Material: aluminum
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GLIDERS

Drum Glider w/eye

, no re
turns

Prism Glider w/eye

#256011
3/8"W, 2"L

#256021
3/8"W, 23/8"L

#252725

Drum End Stop w/eye

Prism End Stop w/eye

#258747
3/8"W, 2"L

#258748
3/8"W, 23/8"L

side view

BRACKETS

Wall Bracket

#252708 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P

PC

Double Track Support
#252725 - 23/4"L, 21/16"P
*see photo illustration top right

Ceiling Bracket

#252735 - 17/8"W, 2"P
SA

Inside Mount

#252700 - 9/16"H, 13/16"L
TRACK & ACCESSORIES

T-Track

#258190 - 1" x 1" x 1/8"
*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

Circle

Square

Deco Plate
#257420 - 11/4"W

Deco Plate
#257440 - 13/16" x 13/16"

*gliders cannot pass Deco Plates

Acrylic Wand

#968100 - 39"L

Wand

#966100 - 39"L | #966125 - 49"L | #966150 - 59"L
*not available in PC finish

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.
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